La Mercedes
Sandra Feldberg and Eduardo Barrios run a repair-business in
Buenos Aires and offer on their company grounds the possibility to park
your camper during any stay in another country. As Argentina permits a
temporary importation of foreign vehicles up to 8 months, you can fly home
and come back to continue travelling.
Sandra speaks English and also a little German.

The workshop of La
Mercedes, can be found
near La Plata on Ruta
Provincial 36, next to a
Petrobras gas station.
Approximately one
kilometre north of the
intersection of Ruta 36 y
Ruta 13
GPS-Point:
S 34º 57.605´, W 58º 5.046´

The whole area (the gas station and the workshop) is owned by a
man, who lives in a house next to both. There is a security service all
night long and the guard makes his rounds on the whole area. There
are also watchdogs around.
They charge around US$ 1,50 per day – please contact them in a
personal mail and tell them you are coming a few days before.
Transport from and to the airport can be organized!
They also offer car insurance for Argentina and the surrounding countries (Chile, Bolivia, Uruguay,
Paraguay), which seems to be a cheap option, if you stay in the area! For a Mercedes Camper it is
around US$ 35,- per month in 2010.
Because it is a business, you are not allowed to sleep in your camper, but you can do this on the huge
and secure Petrobras-area next to it. They run a nice little restaurant, offer WiFi-access and showers can
be used for a small fee.
Contact:
Phone (Sandra, Mobile):

s.feldberg@hotmail.com (please in Spanish oder English)
011-15-3-5450353

Of course they also repair your car, truck or camper, it does not have to be a Mercedes. They are cheap
and work well.

Please forward this information to anybody, who might find it useful!

